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ABSTRACT

The Internet of Things (IoT) smart devices have been used widely in several applications such as healthcare, education, environment, transportation, smart city, etc. These objects are resource-constrained devices which involve lacks regarding security and may lead to cyber-crime. Therefore, the IoT devices may contain evidence that are considered as an important need to investigators and can be admitted in courts. To tackle this problem most current research focuses on security issues for different IoT architectures rather than approaches and techniques of forensic acquisition and analysis for IoT objects. In this paper, we propose a new Digital Forensics Investigation Model for IoT (DFIM). The DFIM has two main components: The Data Provider Zone (DPZ) which responsible for grouping all data gathered by sensor nodes into a set of groups, where each group contains data or documents related to each other, and the investigation authority which receives the requests from the claimers for investigation, check the validation of the request, and finally select the appropriate investigators. In order to improve the IoT forensics investigation process, the proposed DFIM consists of seven stages and takes into consideration a set of principles such as security, privacy, accuracy, performance, data reduction, Openness and transparency.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Internet of Things (IoT) can be viewed as an information system made up of things, networks, data and services. Such things may be wireless sensors, traditional computers, smartphones, cameras, humans, tablets, vehicles, home appliances etc. that are connected over a network. These things may gather, process and upload a huge amount of data to the internet and used to initiate service. The IoT devices can be divided into four main groups: consumer, commercial, industrial, and infrastructure spaces [27]. The number of IoT devices will reach or even exceed 75 billion and enables many applications in different fields [32] as shown in figure 1. Among IoT devices, the wireless sensors are considered the backbone of the IoT because they are part of our life and used in several applications such as smart city, smart home, transportation, environment, military, healthcare, education etc.

Figure 1: IoT Connected Devices From 2015 To 2019 (In Billions)
However, the wireless sensors are resource-constrained devices which involve shortcomings regarding security and privacy issues thereby leading to cyber-crime. moreover, IoT is not designed with security in mind, as the main concern was to minimize the cost and size consequently, the IoT is been exposed to the cyber threats and attacks. According to [4], three main sources of threats in IoT has been identified as the following:

- Malicious User: Is the owner or the user of the IoT devices with potential to perform attacks to learn the secrets of the manufacturer, in order to sell secrets to third parties, or attack similar systems.

- Bad Manufacturer: Is the producer of the device with the ability to exploit and use the technology to gain information about the users and revealing it to the outsider.

- External Attacker (Adversary): Known as an outsider entity which is not part of any IoT system and has no authorized to it. He or she then, try to get the sensitive information for malicious purposes.

From the forensics perspective, the IoT devices may contain evidence that is considered as an important need to investigators and courts. Even though IoT has rich sources of evidence, it causes some challenges for forensics investigators including but not limited to the location of data and heterogeneous nature of IoT devices such as differences in operating systems, communication standards, the existing digital forensics tools and approaches which don’t fit with the IoT paradigm. The variety of physical things which get connected with the IoT generate a huge amount of possible evidence bring new challenges to investigators to collect evidence from highly distributed IoT environments [25]. To investigate such evidence a digital IoT forensics is needed because most current research focuses on security issues for different IoT architecture rather than approaches and techniques of forensic acquisition and analysis for IoT objects [37]. Therefore, in this paper, we discuss the IoT forensics challenges, issues, and forensics frameworks. We propose an IoT Forensics-Model for supporting forensics investigations, where IoT forensics can provide new insights to determine facts about criminal incidents. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II provides the background information about digital forensics, IoT forensics and their challenges, Section III presents the proposed IoT Forensics-Model for supporting forensics investigations, and finally we conclude in Section VI.

2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

This section presents an overview of conventional digital forensics and IoT forensics. IoT forensics can be defined as one of the digital forensics branches where the main investigation process must suit with the IoT infrastructure.

2.1 Convention Digital forensics:

The evidence sources in conventional digital forensics could be computers, mobile devices, servers or gateways. Different conventional digital forensics models have been proposed. Each model contains a set of stages. Table 1 shows different frameworks proposed by many researchers.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Framework Names</th>
<th>Initialization stage</th>
<th>Collection</th>
<th>Reduction</th>
<th>Preserration</th>
<th>Examination</th>
<th>Analysis</th>
<th>Information</th>
<th>Review stage</th>
<th>Documentation Stage</th>
<th>Reporting stage</th>
<th>Presentation</th>
<th>Security Aware</th>
<th>Integrity Aware</th>
<th>Privacy Aware</th>
<th>Complexity Level</th>
<th>Main Comments And Limitations</th>
<th>Framework Contribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generic Digital Forensics Framework For IoT [13]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>The investigation process can be carried out at different IoT levels (Fog level and cloud level). The framework takes security policy into account without any consideration of privacy.</td>
<td>The framework introduced to enhance the security and privacy issues.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Forensics Investigation Model (DFIM) [36]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>The main drawback of this model refers to the fact that in the investigation process there is no concern about physical evidence, only about digital evidence.</td>
<td>Prang improvement in DF by exposing digital evidence that is hidden, but it does not concern over physical evidence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hybrid model for digital forensics investigation model [35]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>The weak points of this model is that it does not share the investigation report with others and is not aware of privacy and security principles.</td>
<td>This hybrid model was introduced by handling both physical evidence and logic evidence.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
From the table 1, we can conclude that many authors have defined the process of digital forensics into three steps as shown in figure 2, where the acquisition step includes identification and collections stages. The second step deals with examination and analysis of evidence acquired from the crime scene to understand...
how and by whom the crime was committed. The outcome of the analysis reports including other documentation comprises the presentation step. This step ends with presenting complete analysis report in front of the court.

2.2 IoT Forensics

Internet of Things (IoT) devices communicate with each other and interact with users on every day’s activity through different sensors for different purposes such as monitoring, collection, and others. These capabilities of IoT devices have also enabled the concept of a smart environment. The interaction process between IoT devices and users in a smart environment generate data with large forensics value, as example for these forensics data in smart environment, the sensors that located at office, the presence on sponsors stat during unauthorized hour mean the existence individual inside the smart office, other example for smart environment forensic data is the data that related to the existence of smoke happening before the fire incident.

Several frameworks have been proposed for IoT forensics purposes [13][8][30][36][35][27][5]. The generic digital forensic framework for IoT that proposed in [13] contains many of advantages such as, it complies with the ISO/IEC 27043: 2015, other it supports security technique and incident investigation support. The proposed framework comprises three main layers, each layer consists of a set of stages as follow: First layer is the Proactive Process layer, which consists of IoT scenario definitions stage, IoT evidence source identification stage, planning incident detection stage, potential digital evidence collection stage, digital preservation stage, and storage for potential evidence. The Second layer which refers to IoT forensics layer, which contains different components that needed for IoT evidence such as cloud server that used as data centers for different evidence collected from IoT devices, Network infrastructure which used to transfer evidences from IoT devices and storage centers, and the last component refers to different IoT devices that responsible for collecting and sensing different forensic information. Finally, the Last layer is Reactive layer, which responsible for reactive between previous layers through different stages such as through initialization stage, acquisition stage, and investigation stages.

The framework proposed in [8] focuses on a specific stages of investigation process such as collection stage, the authors define main challenges that can face this stage when implement the investigation process on IoT environment. One of the main problems that can face this stage is finding the best evidence and locating hidden devices because traditional digital forensic process does not fully fit the IoT environment. Therefore, the authors propose tools and techniques to identify and locate IoT device and the proposed solution for this problem consists of five main phases: The identification phase, the evidence collection phase with specific enhance tools, the preservation stage, the evidence examination and extraction phase, and last phase refers to data analysis and formalization phase. The mobility forensics model proposed in [30] deals with tools and techniques that work towards forensically sound recovery of data and evidence from mobile devices. The target of this model is to collect evidence from IoT devices in a smart environment, such as smart home to facilitate the investigation process in different crimes such in upper scenarios. This mobility forensics model consists of six stages: identification, collection, interpretation, preservation, analysis, and presentation [30].

In [36] the authors proposed a Digital Forensics Investigation Model for IoT. The main aim of this model is improving the investigation process by
exposing the hidden digital evidence. However, this model does not concern over the physical evidence, and this could be a major drawback when implemented in IoT forensics investigation process, due to the fact that physical evidence is the main concern in all cases of IoT forensics investigation process. The proposed model in [36] consists of the following stages: the initialization and preparation stage, interaction stage which contains the acquisition stage, re-construction stage, and protection stage. Based on the drawbacks of this model a new hybrid approach was proposed to overcome these problems. The main idea of hybrid approach is to deal with digital and physical evidence. In [35], the author proposes a model for Table 2. Achieved principles at each stage of DFIM investigating with hybrid evidence which joins the operations related to digital and physical evidence collection and examination, taking into consideration the special characteristics of each form of evidence. Another IoT framework proposed in [5] which is a light-weight version that suitable for IoT resources. This framework consists of two main components: the modifier which responsible for initialization and acquisition stage, and the second component is the analyzer, where all remaining stages of digital forensics investigation process falls under these two components. Table 2 shows some frameworks for IoT forensics environment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Principles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-Investigation Stage</td>
<td>• Security principle by transferring evidence as encrypted format.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• The accuracy is achieved by grouping the evidence by DPZ.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Performance is achieved by selecting a professional investigators related to the crime.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Data reduction is achieved by retrieving a group of data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collection and Evaluation Stage</td>
<td>• The accuracy is achieved by collecting only the related evidence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• The privacy is achieved by searching and viewing only in related clusters.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preservation Stage</td>
<td>• Integrity is achieved by using a one-way hash function.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Non-repudiation is achieved by using a digital signature.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examination and Analysis Stage</td>
<td>• Performance and accuracy are achieved dealing with a group of data which save time and resources.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Privacy is achieved by dealing with only related evidence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information Sharing Stage</td>
<td>• Accuracy and performance are achieved by requesting other evidence from external resources.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The table contains the framework name, the main stages of the framework, the main contribution and goals of the proposed framework, and the limitations if found in the proposed model.

In general, every stage of the IoT forensics frameworks faces challenges as follows:

- **Challenges in the Identification Stage:** One of the main challenges in this stage is how to find a specific IoT device, which responsible for the data collected [34].

- **Challenges in the Preservation Stage:** One of such challenges refer to volatile nature of sensed data, which require a solution to capture the evidence from its resources periodically and transfer it to fog or cloud zones [34].

- **Challenges in the Collection Stage:** Such challenges related to device location, data location, limitation of IoT devices, and available tools needed for this stage.

- **Challenges in the Analysis Stage:** The challenges in this stage related to different data format and time access to the storage resource. In addition to that the analysis stage suffers from the problem of interaction with the IoT devices which have not graphical user interface [22] [9].

- **Challenges in the Presentation Stage:** This stage faces different challenges such as analytic function that used through analysis stage which can change the structure and the meaning of the collected evidence [34].

3. **DIGITAL FORENSICS INVESTIGATION MODEL (DFIM) FOR INTERNET OF THINGS**

As previously mentioned in section one, an IoT is an information system made up of things, data, networks and services. Such things or objects may be sensors, traditional computers, smartphones, cameras, humans, tablets, vehicles, home appliances etc. These things are a combination of two types of systems:

1. **General Purpose systems** such as lap-tops, desktops and servers. Such systems may run a variety of applications, process, store, and upload data to internet. The data may be audio, video and conventional files.

2. **Special Purpose Systems** whose functions are more limited and whose objective is to deal with limited computation domains. The special purpose systems can be classified into two classes:

   a. **Handheld Systems:** Handheld systems include tablets, IPads, PDAs, smartphones, etc. Handheld data can be.

   b. **Embedded Systems:** Unlike general purpose systems and handheld systems that run a variety of applications, embedded systems are designed for performing specific tasks. The embedded systems are found everywhere, from car engines, and manufacturing robots to DVDs, home appliances, etc.

The IoT architecture may vary from solution to solution, based on the type of solution which we intend to build. Therefore, there is no single consensus on IoT architecture which is agreed Three-Layer architecture [23] [21], Five-Layer architecture [33], Cloud-based IoT architecture [16] and Fog based IoT architecture [12] [34]. Based on the different IoT architectures, an IoT platform as basically three zones as shown in Figure 3.1. Cloud Zone: Cloud zone contains a group of computers and servers connected together over the internet and have unlimited capabilities in terms of storage and processing power. Cloud zone offers a solution to address the shortcomings issues of IoT objects. Therefore, IoT can benefit from the virtually unlimited capabilities and resources of cloud to compensate its technological constraints (e.g., storage, processing, and energy).

2. **Fog Zone:** The fog is an extension of cloud computing, where the main idea of fog computing is to place servers (fogs mini servers) closer to the perception layer to support delay sensitive, location-aware and mobility-supported applications. It also provides computation, storage, and networking services between end devices and traditional cloud servers.

3. **Perception Zone:** The perception zone contains IoT devices such as sensors, traditional computers, smartphones, cameras, humans, tablets, vehicles, home appliances etc.
The above zones can be the source of the IoT evidence as shown in Figure 3. Therefore, our proposed DFIM model takes into consideration the above zones as a crime scene territory, the location and the type of devices in order to use and equate tool to collect the evidence. The components of the proposed DFIM are as follows: The Data Provider Zone which responsible for grouping all data gathered by sensor nodes into a set of groups, where each group contains data or documents related to each other, the investigation authority which receives the requests from the claimers for investigation, check the validation of the request, and finally select the appropriate investigators as shown in figure 4.
The Proposed DFIM consists of the following seven stages as shown in figure 6:

1. Pre-Investigation stage: This stage comprises the following four steps:
   A. Initialization Step: The aim of this step is to collect all needed information related to the crime such as location of the crime (zones and devices), and sent a report to investigation authority to initiate the investigation process.
   B. Validation Step: The function of this step is to validate the incoming report/request by the investigation authority (not malicious report) to start the investigation process.
   C. Selection Step: After validation the incoming request a professional committee will be selected to deal with the crime
   D. Preparation the Data Zone Step: The IoT zones can be the crime scene territory. Therefore, preparing devices in different zones for data collection is important, this can be done by the Data Provider Zone (DPZ) in fog or cloud zones which responsible for grouping all data gathered by sensor nodes into a set of groups, where each group contains data or documents related to each other.

2. Collection and Evaluation Stage: After preparation the devices in all IoT zones for evidence collection by DPZ, the investigators can start collecting the evidence from different groups located in different devices by using an appropriate tool which starts searching for a required evidence in a specific group that contains a high level of similarity with the tampered document based on Jaccard similarity measure. The groups that contain evidence are marked as a required group and sent back to investigation authority in a cipher format to achieve high levels of evidence security and privacy. The next process is the evaluation of collected evidence by the investigation authority to make sure that these evidence are fair enough to be accepted in the court, if the collected evidence are not enough then the investigators go back to collection stage for searching other evidence.

3. Preservation Stage: The goal of preservation stage is to achieve the integrity of collected evidence, to make sure that these evidences cannot be changed through the next stages of investigation process. The preservation process in the proposed DFIM uses a one-way hash algorithm to achieve the integrity.

4. Examination and Analysis Stage: The gathered evidence should be examined and analyzed by using one of the matching algorithms to define and extract the appropriate evidence related to the crime. During this stage the investigators can decide if the they need to search for another evidence or not. If the evidence provided by the DPZ at specific zone or device does not provide an enough evidence, then the solution is to go through the information sharing stage, which allows investigators to request help from out sources as discussed in the next stage.

5. Information Sharing Stage: This stage involves remote entities for sharing the evidence between different investigators and data zone providers based on the nature of the crime and for a specific purpose and with limited permission over these evidences as shown in figure 5.
6. Report and Documentation Stage: The goal of this stage is to generate a final forensics report related to the crime by the investigators. The final forensics report should contain information such as these tags taken during the investigation process, what tools were used, how the analysis was done, short description of phases taken during the evaluation, examination, and analyzing such as string searches, recovering erased data, and finally the conclusion.

7. Final Review Stage: In this stage the investigation authority take a final decision represents the if the report formatted by the investigators is ready to submit to the court or not.
4. Evaluation

This section explains how does DFIM work through applying its stages by presenting an attack scenario in a smart environment such as library, hospital, etc. where a number of IoT devices and different technologies are used to manage and control this environment. The administrator of this environment have a so-called Digital Witness Device (DWD), which capable to detect and store information initiated by any attack from any neighboring device. Suppose that the administrator’s digital witness device detects an attack attempt initiated by a device nearby and stores all information related to this attack. Consider the administrator decides to request an investigation, then the administrator should send the evidence stored in the digital witness device to the investigation authority to investigate in happened cyber-crime. Applying the DFIM, the investigation process is as follows as shown in figure 7

- The investigation authority should validate the received request for starting the investigation process.
- Formatting a committee (investigators) for investigation based on the type of the crime.
- The investigators will send a request to the DPZ asking for evidence related to the tampered file.
- After approving the request, the DPZ will apply the appropriate tools to retrieve the evidence related to the tampered file.
- The collected evidence by the DPZ sends back to the investigation authority applying security techniques to achieve security principles, usually using digital signature and lightweight encryption algorithm.
- The investigation authority evaluates the received evidence to make sure that such evidence is fair enough to be accepted by the court, if the collected evidence is not enough then the investigators go back to collection stage for searching for another evidence. To make sure that the evaluated evidence cannot be changed through the next stages of investigation process, the preservation process is applied using a one-way hash algorithm to achieve the integrity.
- The evaluated evidence should examine and analyze using different matching
techniques to extract useful information related to the crime. If the extracted data cannot be useful or not enough to be presented to the court, then the information sharing stage in DFIM should be used to collect other related evidence from DPZ.

The investigator committee generates the final report as mentioned in DFIM.

Figure 7: Main Stages For Proposed Model When Applied In A Public Library Scenario.

The proposed DFIM for IoT forensics takes into consideration the following security and privacy principles based in ISO/IEC 29100:2011 [24] [20] [19], and applies them during the lifecycle of investigation process as follows:

1. Availability: Availability ensures that the data is available to users at a required range of performance in any situation [10] [11] [28]. The availability in the DFIM can be achieved by grouping the data related to each other in one cluster.

2. Authentication: This principle can be achieved by adding a so called data zone provider in fog and cloud layers which acts as an authenticator for both investigators and devices in perception layer [3] [2] [31].

3. Integrity: Integrity can be achieved through the preservation phase which depends on using a signature technique to ensure the integrity of the evidence in all stages.

4. Authorization: The Investigators do not start the investigation process unless the legal
authority is obtained from the relevant authorities such as the court and investigation authority.

5. Non-repudiation: In the proposed DFIM non-repudiation can be achieved via a secure chain of custody, which uses a digital signature for all documents used in the process of investigation. vi) Confidentiality: Confidentiality can be achieved by using a lightweight encryption algorithm specified for IoT devices.

Table 3 shows how the DFIM can achieve the security, privacy and other principles such accuracy, performance, data reduction, Openness and transparency at each stage of DFIM.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Framework</th>
<th>Comments</th>
<th>Stage1</th>
<th>Stage2</th>
<th>Stage3</th>
<th>Stage4</th>
<th>Stage5</th>
<th>Stage6</th>
<th>Stage7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VMcKemmish</td>
<td>McKemmish is the first proposed model for digital forensics. This framework does not maintain the reduction and reviewing stages for the collected evidence.</td>
<td>Identification And Collection</td>
<td>Preservation</td>
<td>Examination</td>
<td>Presentation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIST [14]</td>
<td>The NIST model contains the basic stages of investigation process. It does not take into consideration security and privacy principles.</td>
<td>Collection</td>
<td>Identification And preservation</td>
<td>Examination</td>
<td>Analysis</td>
<td>Reporting</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martini [17]</td>
<td>This framework does not have any stage for evaluation, either at initial stages or at later stages, proposed framework does not take the privacy of the collected evidence into consideration because there is no stage or action to give permission for collected data for authorized investigator.</td>
<td>Identification</td>
<td>Preservation</td>
<td>Collection</td>
<td>Examination And Analysis</td>
<td>Reporting</td>
<td>Presentati on</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Different frameworks for digital forensics.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beebe framework contains the main stages of standard digital forensics with some additional stages such as the preparation stage to prepare the report which contains the request order for investigation. This model does not have any suggestion to enhance the security for collected evidence neither on the level of transferring evidence from side to side or on the level of storing evidence. Another weak point of this model is the limitation in the accuracy for investigation process.</td>
<td>The model proposed differs from standard models, starting with the readiness stage, which presents the preparation of operations and infrastructure. Then the next stage refers to the deployment stage that can be part of the readiness stage, this stage of installing all the necessary software and discovering the crime. After that, the main stages of the standard investigation process begin. And the final phase refers to the results of the investigation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beebe framework contains the main stages of standard digital forensics with some additional stages such as the preparation stage to prepare the report which contains the request order for investigation. This model does not have any suggestion to enhance the security for collected evidence neither on the level of transferring evidence from side to side or on the level of storing evidence. Another weak point of this model is the limitation in the accuracy for investigation process.</td>
<td>The model proposed differs from standard models, starting with the readiness stage, which presents the preparation of operations and infrastructure. Then the next stage refers to the deployment stage that can be part of the readiness stage, this stage of installing all the necessary software and discovering the crime. After that, the main stages of the standard investigation process begin. And the final phase refers to the results of the investigation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beebe framework contains the main stages of standard digital forensics with some additional stages such as the preparation stage to prepare the report which contains the request order for investigation. This model does not have any suggestion to enhance the security for collected evidence neither on the level of transferring evidence from side to side or on the level of storing evidence. Another weak point of this model is the limitation in the accuracy for investigation process.</td>
<td>The model proposed differs from standard models, starting with the readiness stage, which presents the preparation of operations and infrastructure. Then the next stage refers to the deployment stage that can be part of the readiness stage, this stage of installing all the necessary software and discovering the crime. After that, the main stages of the standard investigation process begin. And the final phase refers to the results of the investigation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beebe framework contains the main stages of standard digital forensics with some additional stages such as the preparation stage to prepare the report which contains the request order for investigation. This model does not have any suggestion to enhance the security for collected evidence neither on the level of transferring evidence from side to side or on the level of storing evidence. Another weak point of this model is the limitation in the accuracy for investigation process.</td>
<td>The model proposed differs from standard models, starting with the readiness stage, which presents the preparation of operations and infrastructure. Then the next stage refers to the deployment stage that can be part of the readiness stage, this stage of installing all the necessary software and discovering the crime. After that, the main stages of the standard investigation process begin. And the final phase refers to the results of the investigation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beebe framework contains the main stages of standard digital forensics with some additional stages such as the preparation stage to prepare the report which contains the request order for investigation. This model does not have any suggestion to enhance the security for collected evidence neither on the level of transferring evidence from side to side or on the level of storing evidence. Another weak point of this model is the limitation in the accuracy for investigation process.</td>
<td>The model proposed differs from standard models, starting with the readiness stage, which presents the preparation of operations and infrastructure. Then the next stage refers to the deployment stage that can be part of the readiness stage, this stage of installing all the necessary software and discovering the crime. After that, the main stages of the standard investigation process begin. And the final phase refers to the results of the investigation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beebe framework contains the main stages of standard digital forensics with some additional stages such as the preparation stage to prepare the report which contains the request order for investigation. This model does not have any suggestion to enhance the security for collected evidence neither on the level of transferring evidence from side to side or on the level of storing evidence. Another weak point of this model is the limitation in the accuracy for investigation process.</td>
<td>The model proposed differs from standard models, starting with the readiness stage, which presents the preparation of operations and infrastructure. Then the next stage refers to the deployment stage that can be part of the readiness stage, this stage of installing all the necessary software and discovering the crime. After that, the main stages of the standard investigation process begin. And the final phase refers to the results of the investigation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beebe framework contains the main stages of standard digital forensics with some additional stages such as the preparation stage to prepare the report which contains the request order for investigation. This model does not have any suggestion to enhance the security for collected evidence neither on the level of transferring evidence from side to side or on the level of storing evidence. Another weak point of this model is the limitation in the accuracy for investigation process.</td>
<td>The model proposed differs from standard models, starting with the readiness stage, which presents the preparation of operations and infrastructure. Then the next stage refers to the deployment stage that can be part of the readiness stage, this stage of installing all the necessary software and discovering the crime. After that, the main stages of the standard investigation process begin. And the final phase refers to the results of the investigation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beebe framework contains the main stages of standard digital forensics with some additional stages such as the preparation stage to prepare the report which contains the request order for investigation. This model does not have any suggestion to enhance the security for collected evidence neither on the level of transferring evidence from side to side or on the level of storing evidence. Another weak point of this model is the limitation in the accuracy for investigation process.</td>
<td>The model proposed differs from standard models, starting with the readiness stage, which presents the preparation of operations and infrastructure. Then the next stage refers to the deployment stage that can be part of the readiness stage, this stage of installing all the necessary software and discovering the crime. After that, the main stages of the standard investigation process begin. And the final phase refers to the results of the investigation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<tr>
<td>Framework</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohn [15]</td>
<td>The Cohen model does not take into consideration any of security and privacy principles such evaluation for the collected evidence, evaluation for the selected investigator. Other comment here is the evaluation for the produced report before presenting to the court.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agrawal Framework [1]</td>
<td>This framework consists of the main stages of digital forensics process. One of comments on this model is the needs for an initial evaluation stage for collected evidence before starting the examination process, another comment refers to achieve the security principles either through the transporting for collected evidence or at the place of storing evidence. Preparation Securing and recognition.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perumal [26]</td>
<td>This framework does not have any evaluation stage to evaluate collected evidence or produced report from the investigation process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perumal [27]</td>
<td>Perumal framework does not set any criteria to collect evidence from the identified device. No any action to achieve the security in this framework. There is no any suggestion to ensure the conditionality and privacy for the collected evidence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quick and Choo Framework [29]</td>
<td>This framework is considered as one of the strongest frameworks in digital forensics. In addition to standard stages of forensics process, Commence Preparation Identify and collection. Reduction and reviewing. Evidence analysis. Presentation. Complete</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5. Important questions

5.1 What is new in proposed solution?

Proposed idea to investigate in the crimes happened in IoT devices added a lot of new stages for evaluation and validation purposes. Such as the pre-investigation stage, the information sharing stage, evaluation stage, and final review stage. Each of these stages is important to enhance the investigation process.

5.2 What are the points which distinguish the proposed model from the existing models?

The proposed model characterized by the ability to verify and test collected evidence, where the stage of validation of evidence in the proposed model was implemented in the initial stage before beginning the investigation process, which called the pre-investigation stage in the proposed model. The stage which responsible for evaluation for collected evidence was applied through the stage of collection in proposed model, these two stages distinguish the proposed solution from other solutions that proposed to investigate in IoT forensics. Another important point distinguishing the solution proposed applies to the final review before sending the final report to the court, which it is important to assess the document to ensure that the report is approved in court, this point is different and evolves over all prior approaches that do not take any strategy to evaluate the investigation report before submitting it to the court.

5.3 What is the contribution for the proposed model?

As a summary, the proposed solutions differ from the previous solutions since the proposed solution overcomes all the shortcomings and issues facing previous solutions such as the validity of the evidence gathered, and the validity of the tools and third parties involved in the investigation process and other points listed in the previous question. Moreover, the proposed solution is made up of two main components, the data zone provider and the investigation authority, where each component has its own responsibility to improve the investigation process from the validation and evaluation side, as stated in the previous sections.

5.4 What is the validity of the study?

The aim of this study is to find a comprehensive solution for the investigation of crimes committed in the IoT environment, where the proposed solution has added a number of stages to overcome all issues facing the IoT investigation framework. The proposed model consists of two main components of the investigation authority and the data zone provider, each of which has a set of responsibilities to enhance and improve the investigation process. The solution overcomes many of the issues facing the related framework in the IoT forensics file based on the new stages added and the components used.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a New Digital Forensics Investigation Model for Internet of Things (DFIM) which has two main components: The Data Zone Provider which responsible for grouping all data gathered by sensor nodes into a set of groups, where each group contains data or documents related to each other, and the investigation authority which receives the requests from the claimers for investigation, check the validation of the request, and finally select the appropriate investigators. The DFIM consists of seven stages and takes into consideration a set of principles such as security, privacy and other principles such accuracy, performance, data reduction, Openness and transparency in order to improve the IoT forensics investigation process. proposed solution achieve the security and privacy through adding a pre-investigation stage which responsible about validation for the evidence which will sent back to the investigation authority. The principle of data reduction and accuracy other achieved through the new stages which added through proposed solution
by filtering the evidence collected and evaluation for these evidence if it has a direct relation with the crime or not, and the accuracy achieved from multi-level of validation for collected evidence.
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